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Peek into a refined home at Thrissur
This apartment at our Asset Chiraag project has been designed very intricately. The monotone greys used
as a theme brings in a subtle sophistication in the space.
Asset Homes Interiors/Customization team have used their expertise to carefully select all the elements
right from the false ceiling, wall paint, shelves, wardrobes,furniture, upholstery upto lighting fixtures and
ceiling fans.The team's goal- to deliver a refined and fully functional home for the owners.

Family Living Room

The family living room houses the TV unit, along with a cabinet and Pooja room. Both the fixtures are
designed in a similar pattern with oakwood browns and white against the backdrop of grey on the walls.
The custom made L sectional sofa is designed to ensure there is room for everyone to get together,
lounge around and spend quality time. The upholstery of the family room sofa is chosen in tones of grey
to blend in with the theme of the home.

Formal Living Room

The formal living houses seating more appropriate for a formal setting. The grey wall is provided
with white shelves in an innovative design which complements the overall theme.

Bedrooms

The master bedroom breaks away from the main theme a little bit, as yellow texture paint adorns
the wall and makes the room look brighter and cheerful.
Customized sliding wardrobe is provided in the bedroom. Also a study table with overhead cabinets
and spotlights is strategically provided near the door.

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL
recommended the ASSET interior division to us.
Then we had a detailed discussion with Mr Thampi,
Senior Manager at ASSET Homes and was
convinced about their commitment. The designs
were given accordingly as per our requirements
and also were within our budget. The works were
completed on time with perfection and finish. The
ASSET interior team headed by Mr Thampi
deserves a high appreciation for their relentless
Dr. A. P. Sunil Kumar ,
Proud owners of Asset Chiraag 4B

efforts and dedication for the prompt completion
of our apartment. They had assisted us during the
selection of each and every furnishing in the

When we decided to move to our apartment at ASSET apartment and was monitoring the work. They had
CHIRAG, the interior work seemed like a big put forward many innovative ideas. The elegant
challenge. Especially managing it within our tight and attractive design was well appreciated by
work schedule. During that time my co brother everyone. Thank you ASSET interior team.
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